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https://www.modos.tech/


Re-imagining personal computing with a focus on

creating calm, inclusive, and humane computing.
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Watch the video! Watch the video!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ds38T8wVuDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ds38T8wVuDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=480xteW2wq4&pp=ygUSbW9kb3MgcGFwZXIgbGFwdG9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=480xteW2wq4&pp=ygUSbW9kb3MgcGFwZXIgbGFwdG9w
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300+
contributors

3k+
survey testimonials

emphasize the need for
healthier options
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5k+
subscribers to

mailing list

Thank you to our Community and
NLnet Foundation



Focused
41%

Reading
65%
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Coding
51%

Writing
60%

Community Survey Findings



"I lose hours and days and weeks of my life getting
sucked down rabbit holes of entertainment content, and
often miss deadlines or whole work sessions because my

work and my play are a button away and the play
buttons are so bright and colorful. It feels like my brain

can't focus or rest at the end of the day while I'm staring
at a bright screen for hours..."

"Eye strain is a real problem. Using an e-ink display for
creative writing would be much more pleasant than a

standard display. I'd love to see e-ink technology continue
to advance and become more accessible and

applicable..."
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"I've been programming since 11, now 33 years old.
My eyes hurt, even though wearing blue light

�ltering glasses, go outside regularly, etc. I have
been wanting this for years..."

"I have to use technology extensively for my career
and I get issues on commercial screens (headaches,
eye strain, overstimulation). I think e-ink is a much
healthier alternative for everyone as it is a more

natural and healthy way to use technology..."
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Desire for a Balanced Digital Life

Reducing screen time on social media/entertainment.
Digitally unplug and spend more time outdoors, away from
screens.
Seeking less visually stimulating digital environments.
Reducing digital clutter and minimizing distractions.
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Eye Fatigue and strain from prolonged screen exposure.
Speci�c Health Issues:

Myopia
Epilepsy
Light sensitivity
Headaches
Migraines
Traumatic brain injury
Post-concussion syndrome

Health and Comfort Concerns
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"All of us are temporarily able-bodied
and at some point in our lives, will face
new kinds of exclusion as we age, when

we design for inclusion, we are designing
for our future selves."

- Kat Holmes
Mismatch: How Inclusion Shapes Design
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Creating technology that satis�es our essential needs while
protecting our well-being.
Rede�ning the role of our digital devices to foster a
healthier, balanced life.
Creating a new class of devices, built from scratch, to
embody the principles of 'humane technology' through
hardware and software design.

There's a need for...
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How can we be productive in a "calm" world?
Can work by synced in the cloud without interrupting focus?
Can we collaborate without noti�cations?
Can we scale minimalist UI to more than just reading and
writing?
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What about Software?



First: The Basics

Write
 a simple text editor for

prose & code

Reference
an exploration into "browsing for

information" using Gemini
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How Do We Make This
Scale?



A core framework in development designed to tailor applications and
documents for use across various devices and end users' needs.
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Meet Modalix



Adapts the interface to user preferences, including
dynamic adjustments to meet speci�c requirements.
Utilizes a semantic model to guide adaptation across
di�erent modalities, such as screen types, operating
systems, devices, and input methods.
Developers and users can extend and enhance the
experience for each modality.

Modalix
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1. Re-structure the inherent complexity of user interfaces
2. Moving complexities associated with specific modalities,

higher in the stack to prevent them from affecting each
other

Approaches
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1. The complexity in the semantic representation of user
interfaces.

2. Backward compatibility with existing applications

Challenges
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1. 
2. 

Crowdfunding Campaign
Get Involved with Modos

Next Steps
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https://db.modos.tech/form/Ieew9Vv6H6zogaCB9KgTqmSjkxOrV4FrDp7pM-ebH2w
https://db.modos.tech/form/Sbzu4X9wXg-FikIie0yBVCwSRdhPfLIL9ropUdMttSQ


https://www.modos.tech • alex@modos.tech
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